SIXTH FORM PRIZES

School Seal Prize to the girl who has made an outstanding contribution to the School during her sixth form year.

WINNERS: Nicole Elizabeth Chavez
Sonja Kiser Ellison
Honorable Mentions:
Megan Garfield Currie
Mfonisie Esther Inayo

School Seal Prize to the boy who has made an outstanding contribution to the School during his sixth form year.

WINNERS: Noah Michael Hastings
Honorable Mentions:
Noah Arjuna Freeman
Samuel Kirk Tucker
John Edward Vaughn

David T. Layman, Jr. Prize for earnest and persistent effort in the sixth form (boy).

WINNERS: Luis Jose Batista Jr.
Honorable Mentions:
Noah Arjuna Freeman
Samuel Kirk Tucker
John Edward Vaughn

David T. Layman, Jr. Prize for earnest and persistent effort in the sixth form (girl).

WINNERS: Morgan Elizabeth Harris
Honorable Mentions:
Gabriella-Annmaria Jia-Xuan Rita Rivero Bradley
Jennifer Lynn Souza
Cheelsa Ann Swift

Flora Macdonald Bosney Prize to the girl who, without the honor of elected school office, has contributed most unselishly to the welfare of the community.

WINNERS: Monford Esther Inoyo
Honorable Mentions:
Nicole Elizabeth Chavez
Mebrish Tariq Khan
Kiara Paradyse Olmeda

Owen Morgan Prize to the sixth form boy who contributed most unselishly of his time and efforts for the benefit of others.

WINNERS: Henry Michael Harteveldt
Honorable Mentions:
Medwin Joseph Fontin
Merrick von Heineberg Gillies
Se-min Lee

Rassweiler Award to the female student who, in achieving academic excellence, has shown a true love of learning.

WINNERS: Amy Shi Yi Qu
Honorable Mentions:
Sonja Kiser Ellison
Kyra Chan Goldstein
Archetha Rajagopal

The William Gardner and Mary Atwater Chase Award to the outstanding sixth form male scholar in the School.

WINNERS: Joseph Alexander Neth Suarez
Honorable Mentions:
Noah Michael Hastings
Zihua Liu
Toby Daniel Nelson

CLASS OF 1976 LEADERSHIP AWARD to that sixth form girl who has held elective office and has demonstrated strong leadership qualities in carrying out the full range of her responsibilities.

WINNER: Megan Garfield Currie

CLASS OF 1980 PRIZE to that sixth form boy who has demonstrated strong leadership qualities at the School.

WINNER: Zachary Joseph Pugliares

FIFTH FORM PRIZES

James Elyot Oaks Prize to a fifth former who shall have distinguished himself by the enthusiasm with which he has applied himself to his studies and his extracurricular interests.

WINNERS: Ouamounou Fitzhugh Lawal
Christopher Brian Moskell
Honorable Mentions:
Nathaniel Eden Kerman
Aiden Elfft Reiter
Dylan Mason Stafford

Katherine Curllbach Prize to a fifth former who shall have distinguished herself by the enthusiasm with which she has applied herself to her studies and her extracurricular interests.

WINNER: Victoria Sun Li

Marcus Putman Prize for general excellence in the fifth form (character, scholarship, influence, and honorable conduct).

WINNERS: Hakeem Okanuile Isa Angulu
Honorable Mentions:
Nazar Ahmadn Ahmadn
Yoosjung Lee
Alexander Marco Rupp-Coppi

Caroline Route-Rees Prize for general excellence in the fifth form (character, scholarship, influence, and honorable conduct).

WINNERS: Stephanie Julie Chan
Liy Shong Elmore
Honorable Mentions:
Chibuzor C. Biosah
Esai Jacqueline Burton

FOURTH FORM PRIZES

Madame Brampton Harvey Prize to a fourth former who shall have distinguished herself by the enthusiasm with which she has applied herself to her studies and her extracurricular interests.

WINNER: Jeraldine Elizabeth Estella Norman
Honorable Mentions:
Camryn Rose Chester
Katrina Graido-Gonzales
Larisa Owusu

Ray Brown Prize to a fourth former who shall have distinguished himself by the enthusiasm with which he has applied himself to his studies and his extracurricular interests.

WINNER: Jonathan Bryce Machtel

MAREY ELDWINS LEWINS Prize for general excellence in the fourth form (character, scholarship, influence, and honorable conduct).

WINNER: Truelian Lee
Honorable Mentions:
Jessica Weihsian Shi
Olivia Morgan van den Born
Cecilia Yayan Zhou

MARK PITMAX Prize for general excellence in the fourth form (character, scholarship, influence, and honorable conduct).

WINNER: Amir Alan Idris
Honorable Mentions:
Nathan Alexander Chang
William Samuel Markowitz
Mark Weston Miller

THIRD FORM PRIZES

Frances Burton Chaffee Prize for good influence, industry, sound scholarship and honorable conduct in the third form (girl).

WINNER: Seung Hun Choi
Honorable Mentions:
Ananya Karanam
Peiyi Li
Alyna Shin

Julie M. Case Prize for earnest and persistent effort in the third form (girl).

WINNER: Kelly Moi
Honorable Mentions:
Sarah Strawbridge Platt
Caroline Ann Quinn
Maja Lin Scandinaro

Alfred A. Cook Prize for good influence, industry, sound scholarship and honorable conduct in the third form (boy).

WINNERS: Ziyi Joseph John Nicolai Scano
Mpho Jordan Norris
Honorable Mentions:
Hanzhang Ren
Imad Hanan Razi

David T. Layman, Jr. Prize for earnest and persistent effort in the third form (boy).

WINNERS: Griffin James Birney
Honorable Mentions:
Jack Harrison Bergantini
William May
Carter Andrew Prince
ARTS DEPARTMENT

MARTIN BERNBAUM ART AWARD for excellence in drawing and painting.
Winners: Amy Elisabeth Freeman
Honorable Mention: Gillian Drew Gingerer

BURNHAM PRIZE for excellence in a particular field of art.
Winners: Sonja Kiser Eliason (music)
Vera Peng (visual arts)
Mehbush Tairo Khan (music)
Honorable Mention: Kate Hyun Jin Lee

ROBERT CARTER BRYAN PRIZE in dramatics.
Winners: Dora Thirkill Zarkowski
Juliette Quinn-Clark
Honorable Mention: Phoebe Kaelin Oler

KAUFMAN PRIZE for special achievement in photographic art.
Winners: William Shin Kortum
Honorable Mention: Sophie Mitsuko Imamura

JOHN CLOUGH MEMORIAL PRIZE for instrumental music.
Winners: Noah Michael Hastings
Seounghyun Kim
Nathan Luke Lin
Honorable Mention: David Shan

HONGEgger PRIZE for special achievement in dramatics.
Winners: Hannah Lorraine Beere
Amy Rose Lazarte
Honorable Mention: Saul Saigol

HICKS LAWRENCE PRIZE for overall excellence in music.
Winners: Mionso Esther Inoyo
Bonny Koo
Olivia Speranza Shin
Honorable Mention: Cheiwang Janice Young

FRANCIS LE MOYNE PAGE PRIZE for outstanding contribution to more than one field in the creative arts.
Winners: Saif Saigol
Kohl Alexander Weisman
Honorable Mention: Phoebe Kaelin Oler

VAN OVERRAND PERKINS HIGH HONORS for excellence in painting, sculpture, and art history.
Winner: Elizabeth Rose Schweizer
Honorable Mentions: Sophie Mitsuko Imamura
Jamie Hannah Mindich Trubowitz

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL MUSIC DEPARTMENT PRIZE for excellence in performing ensembles.
Winner: Channny Hong
Morgan Caroline Waggoner
Sharon Shengyuan Wang
Honorable Mentions: Justin Law
Toby Daniel Nelson
Jing Nie

CHRISTOPHER L. RIVES ’76 PRIZE for excellence in technical theater.
Winner: Nicholas Owen Chodor
Honorable Mentions: Grant Preston Galasso
Alexander Xavier Ortiz

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT PRIZE awarded to a fifth former for outstanding personal attributes and a high degree of ability in English expression, both written and spoken.
Winners: Eul Jacciique Burton
Liv Sjong Elmore
Alexander Marcello Rupp-Coppi
Honorable Mentions: Nazar Ahmadam Chowdhury
Keziah Esther Clarke

BURGER PRIZE for best poetry contributed to a Choate Rosemary Hall literary publication.
Winner: Chelsea Ann Swift
Honorable Mention: Natalia Isabel Shen

BURGER PRIZE for best prose contributed to a Choate Rosemary Hall literary publication.
Winner: Keva Chian Goldstein
Honorable Mentions: Anna Maddalena Saccomio D’Alivia
Lilli M. Gibson

JOHN DOS PASSOS AWARD for creative writing.
Winner: Sonja Kiser Eliason

THOMAS B. CURTIS ’81 MEMORIAL PRIZE for enthusiasm and love of learning in the study of English.
Winners: Nicole Elizabeth Chavez
Se-min Lee
Honorable Mentions: Sonja Kiser Eliason
Katherine Lynn Miller

FAYETTE MCKOWN AWARD for excellence in English.
Winner: Noah Michael Hastings
Honorable Mentions: Madison Kathleen Erlandson
Se-min Lee

HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT

SENATOR MCMILLAN LEWIS AWARD (Class of 1922) for excellence in the study of American history.
Winner: Noah Michael Hastings
Honorable Mentions: Eul Jacciique Burton
Christopher Brian Moeckel
Grant Thurbur Ocott
Jason Bell Rose

DOUGLAS C. NORTH ’38 AWARD for excellence in the study of economics.
Winners: Toby Daniel Nelson
Amy Shi Yu Qi
Honorable Mentions: Justin Law
Jing Nie

CHESTER BOWLES AWARD for excellence in the study of world history.
Winner: Thulian Lee
Honorable Mention: Qwen Shen

P. GORDON STILLMAN AWARD for excellence in the study of history, philosophy, religion, and social sciences in the third form.
Winners: Henry Russell Platt IV
Imad Hasan Rizvi
Honorable Mention: Aysia Shin

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL PRIZE for excellence in the study of philosophy and religion.
Winner: Kohl Alexander Weisman
Honorable Mentions: Isabella Livadados Crane
William Robert Reckiegel

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL PRIZE for excellence in the study of psychology.
Winner: Madison Kathleen Erlandson
Honorable Mentions: Shamma Anan Ahammad
Jing Nie
Yuhan Wang

ZACHARY GOOD YEAR PRIZE for excellence in the study of political science.
Winner: Isabella Livadados Crane
Honorable Mentions: Jack James Boben

CLORENCE HALE PRIZE for enthusiasm and excellence in the study of history, philosophy, religion, and social sciences.
Winner: Isabella Livadados Crane
Honorable Mentions: Jack James Boben
Jane Wang Zhang

BENJAMIN F. SYLVESTER, JR. PRIZE for excellence in the study of history.
Winner: Noah Michael Hastings
Honorable Mentions: Megan Garfield Currie
Deniz Demirci
Melvish Tarig Khan

AMBASSADOR ERIC M. JAVITS ’48 PRIZE for excellence in research and writing about American foreign policy.
Winner: Se-min Lee

LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT

HERBERT ARNOLD PRIZE for excellence in Classics.
Winner: Stephen Joseph Antico
Honorable Mention: Haeryung Seo

PERGE MINDO AWARD for dedication and enthusiasm in the study of Latin at the third year level.
Winner: Martin Albert London
Honorable Mentions: Morgan Elizabeth Harris

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL AWARD for excellence in French.
Winner: Chowing Janice Yeung
Honorable Mentions: Elizabeth Rose Schweitzer
Sophie Weil-Roth

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL AWARD for enthusiasm in the study of French language and literature.
Winner: Linh Jose Batista Jr.
Honorable Mentions: Sonja Kiser Eliason
Grant Thurbur Ocott

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL AWARD for excellence in Spanish.
Winner: Keva Chian Goldstein
Honorable Mention: Si On Lee

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL AWARD for excellence in French.
Winner: Chowing Janice Yeung
Honorable Mentions: Elizabeth Rose Schweitzer
Sophie Weil-Roth

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL AWARD for enthusiasm in the study of French language and literature.
Winner: Linh Jose Batista Jr.
Honorable Mentions: Sonja Kiser Eliason
Grant Thurbur Ocott

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL AWARD for excellence in Spanish.
Winner: Keva Chian Goldstein
Honorable Mention: Si On Lee

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL AWARD for enthusiasm and dedication in the study of Spanish.
Winner: Megan Elizabeth King
Honorable Mentions: Gabriella Annamaria Jia-Xian Rita Rivero Bradley

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL AWARD for excellence in Chinese.
Winner: BenJamin F. Sylvester, Jr. Prize
Honorable Mentions: Zachary Good Year

CHOATE ROSEMARY HALL AWARD for enthusiasm in the study of Chinese language and culture.
Winner: Alexander Carlson Baskin
Honorable Mention: Ho Bin Kim
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**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for excellence in the study of Arabic.

**Winners:**
- Isabella Levadinas Crane
- Benjamin Hannon Hubbley
- Sayyidatina Rediha Nazifi

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for enthusiasm in the study of Arabic.

**Winners:**
- Rany Afif Musa El Baghri
- Noah Michael Hastings
- Ryan Joseph Musta

**Jos HOPPENBROUwers Award** to that student who, through assiduous study of more than one foreign language, has demonstrated a deep interest in and respect for other cultures.

**Winners:**
- Benjamin Hannon Hubbley
- Sophie Weill Roth
- Haeryung Seo

**Mathematics & Computer Science Department**

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for excellence in Geometry.

**Winner:** Ananya Karanam

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Ava Aneele Hathaway Hacker
- Victoria Dorothy Song
- Michelle Ann Zhuang

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for excellence in Algebra.

**Winner:** Zey Joseph John Nicolai-Scano

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Jonah Quinn Berman
- Hanshuang Ren
- Imad Hasan Rizvi

**David Z. Beckcher ’76 and Family Mathematics Prize** for excellence in Trigonometry and Precalculus.

**Winners:**
- Nathan Alexander Chang
- Alan William Luo

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Naaz Shahzad Chowdhury
- Si On Lee
- Qwen Shen

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for excellence in advanced study of Mathematics.

**Winner:** Jacob J. Kleiger

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Chihao Yin
- Trung Dinh Kieu
- Zhihua Liu

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for excellence in Calculus.

**Winners:**
- Kyla Chan Goldstein
- Teurlain Lee
- Max Daniel Nobel

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Carl Heinrich Christian Keck
- Amy Shu Yi Qu

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for excellence in Statistics.

**Winner:** Toby Daniel Nelson

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Jing Nai
- Marco Johan Unger
- Albert Yu Zhang

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for excellence in advanced computer science.

**Winner:** Patrick Reinhardt Ludwig Kage

**Honorable Mentions:**
- William Karl Born
- Nathan Luke Lin
- Alexander Marc Rupp-Coppi
- Jessica Weiqian Shi

**Physical Education & Athletics Department**

**Caroline Ruitz-Weiss Award** for the greatest contribution to athletics in the sixth form.

**Winner:** Caitlin Peck Farrell

**Honorable Mention:**
- Taegan Fen Blackwell

**SeYmour ST. John Award** for the greatest contribution to athletics in the sixth form.

**Winner:** William Jamie Harris

**Honorable Mention:**
- Samuel Kirk Tucker

**Eugenia Baker Jessup Award** for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fifth form.

**Winner:** Amanda Rose Reisman

**Honorable Mention:**
- Engy Mohamed El Mandaou

**William A. Pudvall, Jr. Award** for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fifth form.

**Winner:** Tyler Matthew Burns

**Honorable Mention:**
- Henry Linton Marshall

**Hunter C. Macquere Award** for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fourth form.

**Winner:** Kristina Schuler

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Lecy Marie Gourd Cook
- Claire Cooper Marshall

**William A. Swacke, Jr. Award** for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fourth form.

**Winner:** Jake Anthony MacKenzie

**Honorable Mention:**
- Jack Bailey Hutchinson

**Eddy Wallis Award** for the greatest contribution to athletics in the third form.

**Winner:** Alexis Mary Takashima

**Honorable Mention:**
- Emily Nicollete Cloutier

**The Ben Sylvester Award** for the greatest contribution to athletics in the third form.

**Winners:**
- Robinson James Armour
- William Chambers Gerkey

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Jack Rogers Fenton
- Scott Mullaney Romeyn

**Charles Wickliffe Kennerly Memorial Award** to the student whose generous nature and good will represent the highest ideals of fair play and who, through uncommon sportsmanship, has positively influenced others and brought great credit to family and school.

**Winner:** Tanea Williams Uppleren

**Science Department**

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for outstanding accomplishment and genuine interest in physics.

**Winners:**
- Noah Michael Hastings
- Guo Xu

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Toby Daniel Nelson
- Jianming Xu

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for outstanding accomplishment and genuine interest in chemistry.

**Winners:**
- YiXuan Gao
- Chihao Yin

**Honorable Mention:**
- Nathan Luke Lin

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** to that fifth former who has demonstrated great promise in science through his or her superlative achievement.

**Winner:** Nazar Ahmad Chowdhury

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Chihao Yin
- Jacob J. Kleiger

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for overall excellence in science to a sixth former.

**Winners:**
- Noah Michael Hastings
- Archie Rajagopalan

**Honorable Mentions:**
- YiXuan Gao
- Toby Daniel Nelson
- Joseph Alexander Neto Suarez

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for outstanding dedication to science in recognition of a sixth form student who has given his/her best efforts to the study of science.

**Winner:** Joseph Alexander Neto Suarez

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Shamma Azam Ahammad
- Christine Marie Etzel
- YiXuan Gao
- Toby Daniel Nelson

**Paul Juleff Prize** given to that member of the senior class who has made outstanding contributions to both the arts and sciences. The talents, warmth and sincerity of Mr. Juleff are clearly reflected in the contributions of the recipient.

**Winner:** Kaara Paradyne Olmedo

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Amy Elisabeth Freeman
- Channy Hong
- Toby Daniel Nelson
- Douglas Zhong-Lee Qian

**James A. Spencer Award** given to each, a fifth form boy and girl, whose outstanding performance has demonstrated enthusiasm for science and love of learning.

**Winners:**
- Chihao Yin
- Khiami Kim Yu

**Honorable Mentions:**
- Chibuzor C. Biosah
- Stephanie Julie Lee
- Carl Heinrich Christian Keck
- Nathaniel Eden Kerman
- Victoria Sun Li

**ChaoTe ROSEMARY Hall Award** for outstanding accomplishment and genuine interest in biology and environmental science.

**Winner:** Christine Marie Etzel

**Honorable Mention:**
- Archie Rajagopalan

**Special Awards**

**Aurelian Honor Society Award** to a sixth former for leadership, scholarship, and character.

**Winner:** Isabella Livadinas Crane

**John Merrill Donnelly Prize** for significant and creative contribution to journalism and student publications.

**Winner:** Noah Michael Hastings

**The Sally Green Hart and Larry Hart Citations** to those students who have given the School an unusual flavor, performed services in unique undertakings, and have won the affection as well as the respect of their peers.

**Winners:**
- Nicholas Owen Chioror
- Adytha Visay Goel
- Dorin Thirkele Jakowsky
- Lucia Catalina Mayero Murillo